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Timber point golf course

18 Hole 9 Hole Twilight (After 2 PM) W/E - Holiday W/D W/E - Holiday W/D W/D Green Keychain* 32 30 20 16 20 20 Green Keychain Discount - Sr/Hdcp/And t/D DAV/Act Mil* 32 18 20 10 20 12 Green Key Holder Junior Under 18* 32 11 20 9 20 10 Non-Green Key Holder 47 40 32 26 32 3 2 Booking Fee
/ Person 4 4 4 4 Basket Fees / Person 18 12 18 Wheelbarrow 6 * Only Valid Suffolk County Must Be Green Key Credit Card - GK Incentive Credit Add Rain Control Policy - Click Green Fares NonRefunded Driving Range Half Bucket = 35 Balls Click $7.0000 Full Bucket = 70 Balls Click $14.00 Quad 4
Half Bucket = 140 Balls Click $24.00 Member Card = 20 Half Buckets $40 Click Saves $100.00 Green Key Card Fees and Full Parking Fee Tariff : Sign up for the Albrecht newsletter and be the first place to learn about new golf packages, special offers and exclusive travel experiences. You can change
your mind at any time by clicking on the unsubscrim link in the footer of any newsletter you receive from us or by contacting us at travel@albrecht.de. We'll treat your information with respect. Details about our privacy practices can be found here. By clicking above, we may process your information in
accordance with these terms.© 2021 Albrecht Golf Verlag GmbH Rating Snapshot Last 6 Months Last 6 Months Rating Index Rating 92.6% Recommendation this course in 9 reviews Recommend 8 Comments Average Rating Avg Rating 100.0% Advice 1 comment on this course 1 comment Read
Reviews Average Rating Avg Rating 100.0% Recommend 3 out of 3 reviews Read Architect H. Colt (1927) C. H. Alison William F. Mitchell (1971) Pitching/Chipping Area Yes Food &amp; Beverage Bar, Restaurant Course in very good condition. The windy day made the route much more difficult than
usual. While this spot tends to be a bit of golf, the front nine (red) gives you an easy wide-open first 7 holes before the challenge begins. Fairways and greenery in a nice shape, roll towards, not fast, not slow. Many walkers, but currently (covid 19) keep individual cars loud ($18), which keeps the slow



golfer playing fast. They can go back to 2 times per car at a slower speed. The course facilities were not open due to Covid 19, so we cant talk about this really pleasure, we can't wait to play again. The Greens are particularly big rolled for this time of year: Price and Blue lesson is a big lesson for the big
stage This is one of my local courses and I play quite often. I don't like playing blue/white combination and preferring to play too Red/Blue. Part of the problem is that I always find that the white lesson is very swampy and wet. It is also not well maintained, as are red and blue courses for some reason.
There are a lot of wet muddy spots around holes 2 and 4 and and It's a confusing layout where it intersects with the blue lesson. The blue course is very challenging and has great views of the Great South Bay. Also the game speed has been slow this season around the 5 hour lap. I love big lessons and
editing. The greens are too slow for me to love. Fairways large shape and tee boxes. It was just blow sand traps. Very bad. I have to spend money there. The pace of the game was slow. He played here for the first time today and was nervous about his reviews front friends. It seems the course was in
very poor condition before Hurricane Sandy, but has since recovered. I played blue to white. Blue is a large 9 hole stretch. Both par 3s are stunning, but the uphill par 3 is nice at 200 metres straight into the water. White is pretty boring and insignificant, but not as people say. The lumber point is a special
CC and most of the blue and red holes are used as part of this club. I want to go back and play blue and red together. The course was a little underwater, but you can't blame them for that. It rained 20 days straight in NY. My only problem is that the bunkers suck. The sand was bad and had stones, not
pebbles, but the size of my fist all over the bunker. That's a little detail they need to address. I wish Suffolk would put a little more money into this place to make it great. Heading towards the 2018 US Open in Shinnecock, this course is less than 20 minutes away, very close to isp MacArthur Long Island
airport. 3 nines provide sufficient variety and flow. Red-Blue played the opening and finished in just 4 hours. A classic old country club seems to have turned public lessons as the clubhouse is a classic old wooden structure. The staff took us out and answered friendly and helpful questions. There was little
or no wind the day we played. Blue 9, just above the water, beautiful views. The conditions were very good for perfect. Given the value and circumstances, I'd play it again. Course 2 is a story of the '9s. The red lesson is a very mediocre municipal course. It's not bad, it's just boring and normal. Blue
lesson, however, is absolutely beautiful. I think five of the nine holes were in the bay with great views. The course was not overly difficult, but it was worth the money we spent. The restaurant had great food and had a nice setup. I would definitely recommend this for weekend warrior type golfers. Great
River Road, Great River, 11739 Great River not far away, Timber Point Golf Course offers great views and challenging gameplay for golfers of all skill levels. Well-groomed fairways and greenery keep Timber Point Golf Course difficult but friendly, and staff can offer tips and tricks to play in the best round.
Timber Point Golf Course is a great choice for golf or a new destination regular round for you and Visiting the Great River. More... Red/Blue Blue/White White/Red Tee Par Length Assessment Slope Blue 72 6641 meters 72.5 127 White 72 6290 meters 70.9 123 Gold 72 5770 meters 67.2 115 Red (W) 72
5266 meters 71.3 111 Tee Par Length Rating Slope Blue 72 6490 meters 71.4 123 White 72 6162 meters 70 120 Gold 72 5665 meters 67.8 112 Red (W) 72 5216 meters 71.3 118 Tee Par Length Rating Slope Blue 72 6449 meters 71.1 125 White 72 6058 meters 69.5 122 Gold 72 5667 meters 66.2 111
Red (W) 72 5164 meters 70.7 116 Last 12 Months Last 6 Months All-Time Assessment Snapshot Time Last 6 Months Last 12 Months Rating Index 92.6% Recommend this course 8 out of 9 reviews Reading Reviews Avg Rating 100.0% Recommendation 1 comment from this course Read comments
Average Rating Avg Rating 100.0% Recommend this course 3 out of 3 reviews Readers Architect H. S. Colt ( 1927) C. H. Alison William F. Mitchell (1971) Pitching/Chipping Area Yes Food &amp; Beverage Bar, Restaurant Course is in great shape. The windy day made the route much more difficult than
usual. While this spot tends to be a bit of golf, the front nine (red) gives you an easy wide-open first 7 holes before the challenge begins. Fairways and greenery in a nice shape, roll towards, not fast, not slow. Many walkers, but currently (covid 19) keep individual cars loud ($18), which keeps the slow
golfer playing fast. They can go back to 2 times per car at a slower speed. The course facilities were not open due to Covid 19, so we cant talk about this really pleasure, we can't wait to play again. The Greens are particularly big rolled for this time of year: Price and Blue lesson is a big lesson for the big
stage This is one of my local courses and I play quite often. I don't like playing blue/white combination and preferring to play too Red/Blue. Part of the problem is that I always find that the white lesson is very swampy and wet. It is also not well maintained, as are red and blue courses for some reason.
There are a lot of wet muddy spots around holes 2 and 4 and it is a confusing layout that intersects with blue lessons. The blue course is very challenging and has great views of the Great South Bay. Also the game speed has been slow this season around the 5 hour lap. I love big lessons and editing.
The greens are too slow for me to love. Fairways large shape and tee boxes. It was just blow sand traps. Very bad. I have to spend money there. The pace of the game was slow. He played here for the first time today and was nervous about his reviews front friends. It seems the course was in very poor
condition before Hurricane Sandy, but has since recovered. I played blue to white. Blue is a large 9 hole stretch. Both par 3s are stunning, but the uphill par 3 is nice at 200 metres straight into the water. White is pretty boring and But it's not scary, like people say. Lumber point is used specifically And
most of the blue and red holes were part of this club. I want to go back and play blue and red together. The course was a little underwater, but you can't blame them for that. It rained 20 days straight in NY. My only problem is that the bunkers suck. The sand was bad and had stones, not pebbles, but the
size of my fist all over the bunker. That's a little detail they need to address. I wish Suffolk would put a little more money into this place to make it great. Heading towards the 2018 US Open in Shinnecock, this course is less than 20 minutes away, very close to isp MacArthur Long Island airport. 3 nines
provide sufficient variety and flow. Red-Blue played the opening and finished in just 4 hours. A classic old country club seems to have turned public lessons as the clubhouse is a classic old wooden structure. The staff took us out and answered friendly and helpful questions. There was little or no wind the
day we played. Blue 9, just above the water, beautiful views. The conditions were very good for perfect. Given the value and circumstances, I'd play it again. Course 2 is a story of the '9s. The red lesson is a very mediocre municipal course. It's not bad, it's just boring and normal. Blue lesson, however, is
absolutely beautiful. I think five of the nine holes were in the bay with great views. The course was not overly difficult, but it was worth the money we spent. The restaurant had great food and had a nice setup. I would definitely recommend this for weekend warrior type golfers. Page 2 17508 courses |
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